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•  Focus Range (from lens) 1 ft. 8 in. (50cm)  
to infinity (∞), Macro close-up mode:1.6 in. (4cm) to 
infinity (∞)

•   Storage Media Internal memory (approx. 74 MB), 
SD/SDHC/SDXC memory card2

•  ISO Sensitivity ISO 160, 200, 400, 800, 1600, 3200, 
Auto (auto gain ISO 160-800), Fixed range auto  
(ISO 160-400), High-speed continuous (ISO 160-3200).

•  Power Sources Supplied: Rechargeable Li-ion Battery 
EN-EL12, Charging AC Adapter EH-69P  
Optional: AC Adapter EH-62F, Battery Charger MH-65.

•  Battery Life1 Approx. 270 shots with EN-EL12 battery.
•  Dimensions (WxHxD): Approx. 4.2 x 2.5 x 1.4 in. 

(104.8 x 62.0 x 34.6mm) excluding projections4

•  Weight: Approx. 7.6 oz. (214 g) with battery and  
SD memory card4
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Grab your passport, grab your camera 
and go!
There are over 60 million Americans with a passport, and for those of them who make it a point to take great 
photos of their adventures, the COOLPIX S9100 is the ideal camera for them. It’s an exceptionally ideal choice 
for the sophisticated traveler who wants incredible images at inspiring locations–yet desires an easy to use and 
carry camera. The Nikon COOLPIX S9100 features innovative Nikon technology like a 12.1 megapixel CMOS 
sensor that delivers great image quality even in low light conditions. Adding to its distinctive appeal is the 
ability to compose and view images on the three-inch, 921,000 dot ultra-high resolution monitor. It boasts an 
astonishing 18x wide-angle optical Zoom-NIKKOR ED glass lens–providing flexibility for wide-angle coverage 
shots to a telephoto with ease. Integrated Scene Modes including Easy Panorama, Advanced Night Portrait 
Mode and Night Landscape help nighttime photos shine with brilliance. Full 1080p HD movie recording in a 
single touch adds real life excitement to expeditions. Special effects modes like Selective Color, Monotone and 
Sepia lets your jet-setting customers get creative for more dramatic results. The Nikon COOLPIX S9100…it’s the 
ideal solution for those who want to travel lightly and capture brilliantly. 

1 Based on CIPA industry standard for measuring life of camera 
batteries. Measured at 73°F (23°C); zoom adjusted with each shot, 
built-in flash fired with every other shot, image mode set to Normal.

2Not compatible with Multi Media Cards (MM C).
3 Setting is available only for image sizes of 3M (2048 x 1536)  
or smaller.

4 Method of noting dimensions and weight is in accordance  
with CIPA DCG-005-2009 guideline.

Images are for illustrative purposes only.
Specifications and equipment are subject to change without any 
notice or obligation on the part of the manufacturer.

The camera that says “Grab your passport and go!”
The new COOLPIX S9100 is loaded with innovative Nikon technology like a 
12.1-megapixel CMOS sensor that assures superb image quality, even in low-
light conditions. Optimized with Nikon’s exclusive EXPEED C2 processing engine, 
the backside-illuminated CMOS sensor delivers natural looking pictures with 
exceptional detail. Composing images on the large three-inch Clear Color Display 
is easy. This dazzling 921,000-dot, ultra-high resolution display makes viewing 
photos and HD movies instantly gratifying. 

Whether people watching in Paris or waiting for just the right light to hit the 
Grand Canal in Venice, the COOLPIX S9100’s High-Speed Shooting feature 
captures five photos in approximately one second at full resolution. And Subject 
Tracking keeps the camera automatically fixed on any moving subject, ensuring 
sharp focus.

With a 1.4-inch slim-body design and a weight of just 7.6 ounces, the  
COOLPIX S9100 travels the world with ease and style.

Precision camera optics from Nikon. Again.
Producing precision camera optics is at the heart of Nikon’s proud photographic 
heritage. The COOLPIX S9100 continues the legacy with a high quality 18x 
wide-angle optical Zoom-NIKKOR ED glass lens that offers impressive telephoto 
coverage (25-450mm) with outstanding color capture and razor-sharp results. 
This is the only lens needed for exacting portrait studies, scenic panoramas and 
challenging compositions. Plus, we realize that shooting from the roof of an SUV, 
a gondola overlooking the Swiss Alps or a whale-watching boat in Iceland can 
get bumpy. That’s why we’ve included a five-way, Hybrid VR Image Stabilization 
system with the COOLPIX S9100. It uses sensor shift in combination with 
electronic stabilization features to minimize the effects of camera shake—and to 
minimize unwanted streaky or blurred images. 

Panoramas? Night shots? Special scenes? No challenge for the 
COOLPIX S9100.
Travelers, adventurers and vacationers are grabbing their cameras, regardless of 
shooting conditions. That’s why the COOLPIX S9100 is loaded with advanced 
features to match. It’s ideal for sunsets, night scenes and countless other travel 
images. Choose among 19 Scene Modes or with Scene Auto Selector, the 
camera automatically selects the most appropriate one. Plus, Easy Panorama 

Mode allows them to pan the camera in any direction as it automatically creates 
one seamless panoramic image. 

Nikon’s Advanced Night Landscape lets shooters capture quality images at 
night easily. It shoots a series of consecutive shots taken at a fast shutter speed 
and composes them into a single, brilliant image. Night Portrait takes outdoor 
portraits against bright backgrounds and combines multiple shots to capture 
the essence of night scenes. And, the COOLPIX S9100’s Backlighting HDR 
automatically provides optimum exposures when shooting backlit subjects. 

One-touch HD movie recording adds another dimension to 
global adventure travel.
Globetrotters, international travelers and family vacationers love to share  
their adventures on the Internet for their friends and relatives to see. The 
COOLPIX S9100 lets them do just that—in Full HD (1080p). This versatile camera 
will capture countless memorable still images that are easily printed and saved, 
but its moviemaking features bring a safari, ski trip or balloon ride to life.  
One-Touch of the movie recording button and the COOLPIX S9100 will shoot 
1080p HD movies complete with stereo sound. Plus, optical zoom and auto 
focus functions pull up close to the action. Shooters can capture still images 
while recording movies—and they can experiment with special effects like fast  
or slow motion3. When the time comes to share movies, the in-camera playback 
feature and convenient HDMI-CEC output make it effortless to hookup to an 
HDTV or computer.

In-camera special effects that don’t require  
post-shot processing.
There is no need for post-shot processing with the COOLPIX S9100’s in-camera 
special effects. They let world travelers and family vacationers take the kind 
of photos and movies they’ve never considered before. Shooters can recreate 
the look of yesteryear with the Nostalgic Sepia effect, or they can experiment 
with intricate black and white shooting using the High-Contrast Monochrome 
feature. This versatile camera also highlights bright areas of a photo with the 
High Key effect, or brings out dark areas with Low Key mode. Selective Color 
boosts the vibrancy of specific aspects of a photo or movie, while a Soft Effect 
subdues harsh elements for a gentler, silkier look. The COOLPIX S9100 even has 
a Creative Slider to adjust the brightness, intensity and hue of an image. 

Specificatons:

®

Nikon, Inc.  
1300 Walt Whitman Road

Melville, NY 11747-3064 Nikonusa.com / 1800-Nikon-UX
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